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The First Term Test 

Text: 

 

   

       Hello Friends!  I am Nilya Malhotra. I am a beautiful girl from India. I live in 

Delhi. I am 15 years old and I am a student at Mahatma Ghandi high school. I am 

tall and slim with long dark hair and large brown eyes. I am polite, active, sociable 

and self-confident. I am a talented girl who has many interests and hobbies.  

          I am interested in cinema, I like acting and singing. In fact, I wish to work in 

Bollywood when I grow up. I also like practising sports; tennis and crickets are my 

favourite. I can speak English and Urdu very well but I can’t speak Arabic or 

German. I am fond of reading books and novels especially in English, I always read 

them before I go to bed, but I hate reading manga and short stories. I never read 

them.   

  What about you?  

 

I- PART ONE: (14 pts) 

A. Reading Comprehension. (07 pts) 

Task One: Complete the table with information from the text: (03pts) 

Full name Build  Personality  Abilities Inabilities   Likes Dislikes 

Nilya 

Malhotra 

 

 

1……........... 

 

1……........... 

 

1……........... 

 

1……........... 

 

1……........... 

 

1……........... 

 

Task Two:  Read the text then  answer the questions. (2pts) 

1. What does Nilya look like? …………………………………………………………………………… 

2. How often does she read books? …………………………………………………………………….. 

Task Three: Match the words with their opposites (≠) . (2pts) 

1. Beautiful                             a)   to hate  

2. Rude                                   b)  short 

3. To love                                c)   polite 

4.  Long                                  d)  ugly 

B) Mastery of Language.(07 Pts ) 
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Task One: Rewrite the following passage using the suitable tense. (3pts) 

1- I am fond of (to watch)…………… historical series and filmss. 

2- I can (to play)………………..  many musical instruments. 

3- I can’t (to ride) ……………. a bicycle. 

Task Two: Add the correct prefix to form the opposite adjective. (2pts) 

patient  -      responsible     -   friendly  -   tidy 

im un ir 

1……........................... 1……........................... 

2.……......................... 

1……......................... 

 

Task Three: Classify these words according to their final ‘s’ pronunciation.(2pts) 

       Sports                 -             films          -         movies       -        books  

/s/  /z/ /iz/ 

1……........................... 

2.……......................... 

1……........................... 

 

1……......................... 

 

II- PART TWO:  

Situation of integration. (6pts) 

     Your friend Nilya wants to know more about you. Write a short paragraph in which you introduce 

yourself using the following notes: 

Full name/ age/ school/ personality/ interests/ likes/ dislikes/abilities/ inabilities/ 

      Hello Nilya,……………………………………………………………………………………..... 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

       Good luck!  
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